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1his paper W(LS approved by the CJLS on May 19, 1993, by a vote of thirteen infiwor and eight opposed (J:i-/)-(1). Vr>ting
in favor: Rabbis Kas,,;e[ Alwlson, Stwzfpy Bramnick, Jerome .Lll. LJ;,stein, Samuel Fraint, Reuven Kimelnuuz, ~Pnzon H. Kurtz,
Uonel F:. lvfoscs, Paul Plotkin, Mayer Rabinowitz, Avram Tsrarl Reisner, Chaim A. Rogoff; Joel Roth, and Gerald Skolnik.
rating against: Rabbis Tlrn 7ion llergman, T\lliot N. TJorff, Myron S. Geller, 4mold M. Goodman, Susan Grossman, Jan
Cmyl Kaufman, Aaron L. Mackler, and Gordon liicker.

nu' Committee on }et,ci.sh /,aw and Stnndanl.s (!f the HabbinicaJ A.ssemb(J·· provide:._; W'idance in matters (!f haJalrlwhfor the
Conservative mot'ement. The iruliridual rabbi, hmrever, i,., the autlwrity.f(>r the intei]Jrf'tntion and npplication (?fall mattfTS
~/ halakhah.

An avowed homosexual who is a member of the Rabbinical Assembly has asked that his
name be sent by the Joint Placement Commission for rabbinic placement to congregations.
May the Joint Placement Commission place such a rabbi in a congregation?

On March 25, 1992, the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards adopted a consensus statement by a vote of nineteen in favor, three opposed and one abstaining.
There were five provisions in this consensus statement only one of which applies to the
question. Tt states:
We will nut knowingly admit avowed homosexual" to our rabbinical
or cantorial schools or to the Rabbinical Assembly or to the
Cantors' Assembly. At the same time, we will not instigate witch
hunts against those who are already members or students.
An obvious intent of this consensus statement was not to permit the ordination of
gay rabbis and cantors and their admission to the professional organizations, so as to
avoid placement of gay rabbis and cantors in congregations. There is also the proviso
that "we will not instigate witch hunts against those who are already members or students," which puinttl to a policy of not tlearching to tlee if one itl a humm;exual, or in any
way penalizing those who are not "avowed homosexuals." The consensus statement
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does not, however, deal explicitly with a policy for present members of the Rabbinical
Assembly who openly avow their homosexuality. In sur:h <:ases, it would seem that
the first half of the statement would then apply, and we should not place "avowed
homosexuals" in congregations. If we were to make exceptions for present members of
the Rabbinical Assembly, we would be contradicting the intent of the policy barring
admission to the rabbinical and cantorial schools and to the Rabbinical Assembly
and the Cantors' Assembly.

Conclusion
In accord with the apparent intent of the consensus statement, the Joint Placement Commission should not recommend "avowed homosexuals" for placement in congregations.

